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Abstract: This study is aimed for identification of the list and structure of social representations of the Russians
of psychoanalysis, cognitive psychology, behaviorism, gestalt psychology, humanistic psychology and
comparison of them to each other. As a result we were able to identify common vocabulary for main schools
of psychology and specific vocabularies for every school of psychology. The model of social representations
of main schools of psychology as units of psychology knowledge with such components as Subject, Object
and Activity has been built. It was found that Subject and Object components are present in social thinking
even with minimum level of their presentation while the Activity component is indicator of higher level of their
completeness. Social representations of psychoanalysis are different from representations of other schools by
extent of spread and detail level of this component.
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INTRODUCTION background knowledge about psychological aid? Is a

Provision  of decent level of psychological or mental what it must be based on, theoretic foundations of
health is up-to-date problem of modern world. WHO data psychological aid? Do people relate these foundations to
show that about 40% of patients need psychotherapy main schools of psychology? How distinct and complete
rather than  medical  aid.  WHO  report  of 2011 points out are representations of such kind?
that the  number  of  people  with  psychological or mental
disorders of pre-clinical and clinical level in EU is more Main Part: In order to find the answers to these
than 160 millions - 1/3 of total European population [1]. questions empirical study of Russians’ social
The same situation is observed in other countries representations of psychoanalysis, cognitive psychology,
including Russia. Achievement of decent level of behaviorism, gestalt psychology, humanistic psychology
psychological or mental health in Russia is characterized was initiated.
by two closely related aspects. The first is provision of The beginning of work in this direction is associated
Russia with specialists in the area of mental health, for with the name of Moscovici who studied social
example, new approaches to psychology education and representations of France’s population about
training staff with due regard to modern requirements and psychoanalysis and presented the results in the work
demands of the society [1], the second is readiness of our Psychoanalysis: Its image and its public (1961). He
contemporary to ask for help from a psychologist. If the wanted to find out how scientific knowledge is being
first aspect is paid serious attention, the second is transformed into social representations and start to
practically ignored. constitute social world of ordinary man. It is this question

It is not possible to give detailed answer to the which he tried to answer using works on psychoanalysis
questions about readiness to ask for psychological aid. and its representation in French culture. In Moscovici’s
Does modern culture provide the Russians with opinion ordinary man gets knowledge from culture (mass

patient prepared for talk to a specialist, does he know
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media, magazines etc.) depending on his needs and [7]. The second function of social representations is
interests. Then knowledge transforms itself from cultural
space to individual consciousness passing through
different changes.

In  the  same time psychoanalysis is the only one of
the main school of psychology and only one of the
components of psychology knowledge. While
relationship of psychoanalysis with culture, for example,
Russian culture, are considered, the aspects of
representation of other schools of psychology in culture
and everyday consciousness of the Russians are still out
of focus of modern scientists.

In terms of the Moscovici’s social representations
concept ordinary consciousness is considered as
combination of representations and attitudes based on
direct everyday experience which dominate in social
community to which they belong [4]. The concept of
social representations, in Markova’s opinion, is focused
on non-reflexive forms of thinking, apart from socio-
cultural theories [5].

In studying social representations of psychoanalysis
Moscovici offered three-component structure of social
representations consisting of information, attitude and
representation field. He considers information as sum of
knowledge about the object, attitude - emotional thinking
about represented object and readiness of represented
subject to produce some statement. The representation
field characterizes hierarchical organization of
representation elements, richness of contents, imagery
and meaning characteristics of the representation [2].

Further studies found hierarchical levels of
representation field structure: the nucleus and periphery.
In J. Abrik's opinion the nucleus in the center is formed by
one or several elements, absence of which will eliminate or
radically change this representation. The nucleus is stable
and steady, it practically does not depend on the context
and resists to changes by all means. The nucleus of social
representation is connected with collective memory and
history of the group. Peripheral elements form the
foundation of the context of representation providing its
functioning and dynamics and play key role in adaptation
of the representation to changes in context. Peripheral
system also protects the representation from changes - it
acts like buffer zone between evaluated reality and the
nucleus [6].

Social functions of representation are considered in
detail. The most important function is to be cognition tool.
Moscovici believes that social representations are
intended  for   classification,  description  and  explanation

adaptation. Social representation transforms scientific
knowledge in order to build non-contradictory picture of
the world coordinated with already available beliefs. The
third function of social representations is regulation of
behaviour. Social representation is intended for active
participation in formation of behavior, in orientation of
social communications [8].

In Russian psychology social representations
concept is often used in studies of phenomena of
different types [9-12]. Methods used in social
representations studies tend to qualitative methodology.
Main methods are free associative experiment [13],
definitions method [14]. But more often they are used in
complex [10].

The aim of our study is to investigate the list and
structure of the Russians’ social representations of main
schools of psychology and to develop models of social
representations: 1) basic model of social representations
of main schools of psychology which must reflect both
similar features of all schools and specific features of
every  school;  2)   models   representing   specifics of
non-reflexive and reflexive levels, also for both similar
features of all schools and specific features of every
school.

Methods: As Markova believes, in empirical study of
social representations methods to study of conscious
levels of thinking must be used side by side with methods
intended for study of non-conscious levels [15]. In our
study non-reflexive (non-conscious) level of social
representations was investigated by associative
experiment, reflexive (rational) level was investigated by
method of definitions and interview.

The results were analyzed both by quantitative and
qualitative  methods.  Quantitative  indicators  (frequency
of repetition of steady elements of description, average
length of description, average number of associations for
every school of psychology were compared to each other
by Fisher’s phi-criterion. Processing of data of interview,
definitions method and associative experiment by the
method of prototypical analysis of P. Verges [9] allowed
to develop a selection from verbal material obtained from
respondents the most persistent, frequently used words
(in definitions all nouns were processed, in analysis of
associations only they were subject to further processing
of  verbal  material). Relying upon works of I. Bovina [9],
A. Prodovikova [10] in which Verges method was used we
analyzed first of all those words which were used not less
then 5% of respondents.
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Selected in such a way words became the basis for psychology.  As  the  aim  was  to  identify  the  nucleus
making general vocabularies which contained all nouns of  the  field,  that  is  why  processing  of   all  identified
and for specialized vocabularies which included only for  all  schools  of  psychology  nouns,  comparison  of
those nouns which in verbal material were associated with date  for  reflexive   and   non-reflexive   levels was  done.
every school. Data on every used method were processed Then  general  basic  model  was  developed for both
separately at first and then were compared to each other. levels  and  basic  models  for  every  school of
Words stable in usage and found on both analyzed levels psychology  were  developed  as  well. Details  of  logics
of thinking simultaneously served as empirical base for and procedure of data processing are described below,
creation of basic model of social representations and for the method of comparison was used (reflexive level,
specific models of every school. Logics and procedure of stages 1-3).
data processing are described below in detail in the part
describing the results in regard to reflexive level. The Procedure of Data Processing and the Results of

There were two stages of the study. The first stage Empirical Study of Representations of Main Schools of
was devoted to investigation of presentation of classical Psychology  on  Reflexive Level  (Definitions Method):
schools of psychology in Russian-language texts - Let us consider the stages in data processing. First stage
textbooks on general psychology, the second stage - to is characterized by identification of quantitative values:
empirical analysis of the Russians’ social representations the average length of definitions for every of schools of
of main schools of psychology. psychology (Table 1).

The First Stage: We selected 10 textbooks on general provided by respondents in regard to word:
psychology published in 2003-2010, recommended for the “psychoanalysis”. The most brief definition was of
students of universities which contained chapters about “cognitive psychology”.
schools of psychology. Then we performed content-
analysis of these chapters. It was established that in the Stage 2: The vocabulary of nouns used in total amount of
texts of the textbooks the most frequently mentioned definitions was made; the frequency of use of every word
(most intensively translated into Russian culture) are the was identified. Then only those nouns were used which
following schools of psychology: psychoanalysis, were mentioned by not less than 5% of respondents.
cognitive psychology, behaviorism, gestalt psychology,
humanistic psychology. Stage 3: Making vocabularies of nouns within framework

The Second Stage: Empirical study of representations of
the Russians of psychoanalysis, cognitive psychology, Stage 4: The vocabularies were compared to each other
behaviorism, gestalt psychology, humanistic psychology and the words used in all schools of psychology were
was performed in which 115 students took part (64 men identified. Finally we got general vocabulary of nouns
and 51 women) aged 17-56 (average age is 22,35 years). frequently used in description of every school of
The respondents had higher education or incomplete psychology (Figure 1, in the center): science, psychology,
higher education diploma. man, behaviour, study. In single nucleus of social

The respondents were asked to define in writing the representations there was quasi-subject of activity
words “psychoanalysis, cognitive psychology, (sphere of activity) - science, psychology, which
behaviorism,  gestalt  psychology,  humanistic functions as subject, its activity (study) and the object to
psychology” and the associations with them which which activity is directed (man, behaviour).
allowed to analyze the representations on reflexive and
non-reflexive levels of thinking accordingly. Fifth Stage: The vocabularies of every school of

Processing of data obtained by the method of psychology were compared to each other and those
definitions   (reflexive    level)   and   associative  level nouns were identified which were presented in definitions
(non-reflexive  level)  was performed separately at first. of only one of the 5 schools of psychology - specific
The aim of processing was to find most stable elements vocabularies (ellipses, Figure 1). Qualitative analysis
(nouns) and verbal data combinations obtained from shows that most of frequently used nouns were found for
respondents, in other words, identify the most steady psychoanalysis, the smallest number - for behaviorism
elements  of   the   representations’   field   of   schools   of (Table 2).

The most detailed and long descriptions were

of every school of psychology.
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Fig. 1: Nouns used in definitions of different schools of psychology (psychoanalysis, cognitive psychology,
behaviorism, gestalt psychology, humanistic psychology) of not less then 5% of respondents (reflexive level).
Central circle presents general vocabulary, ellipses - specific nouns for every school of psychology.

Table 1: Average length of definitions of main schools of psychology
(definitions method, n=114)

Word-stimulus/ school of psychology Average length of definition
Psychoanalysis 15,0
Behaviorism 8,2
Gestalt psychology 7,6
Humanistic psychology 8,5
Cognitive psychology 6,7

Table 2: Number of words in vocabularies for every of main schools of
psychology

Word-stimulus/ school of psychology Number of words in the vocabulary
Psychoanalysis 28
Behaviorism 4
Gestalt psychology 9
Humanistic psychology 9
Cognitive psychology 11

Qualitative analysis of vocabularies testify that
specific features are reflected in vocabularies. For
example, specifics of object of study is presented for
behaviourism (animal), humanistic psychology
(personality), cognitive psychology (thinking, memory,
memorizing). Particularities of activity intended to the
object are adequately presented for psychoanalysis
(analysis, analyzing, identification, study, carrying out)
and humanistic psychology (communication, relation,
understanding, love). Specifics of quasi-subject
(academism) is outlined for gestalt psychology (direction,
school, section).

Procedure of data processing and the results of
empirical study of representations of main schools of
psychology on non-reflexive level (Association
Experiment):

The stages 1-5 were repeated. The quantitative data
by average number of associations in one answer are
given in Table 3: the most number of associations is given
for psychoanalysis, the least number - for cognitive
psychology.

Only those words (nouns) were counted which were
used by not less then 5% of respondents.

Completeness of some representations is measured
by the degree of uniformity of lexicon used in
associations of respondents with stimuli-word, or by the
percentage of common for all respondents lexicon
(vocabulary of different words) from all the number of
associations got as response to offered word. Stimulus
word “psychoanalysis” produced much less share of
common lexicon then the names of other main schools of
psychology (Table 4).

As a result of processing we got general for all
schools of psychology vocabulary and specific
associative vocabularies  for every of 5 schools names
used as stimuli words. General vocabulary combined the
words science, psychology, man (Center, Figure 2), or
quasi-subject  on two levels of generalization - the whole
and  a   part   (science,  psychology)  and  object  (Man).
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Table 3: Average number of associations with stimuli words (names of different schools of psychology), (association experiment)
Psychoanalysis Behaviorism Gestalt psychology Humanistic psychology Cognitive psychology

Average number of associations 5,2 4,92 4,88 4,83 4,38

Table 4: Share of steady associations (volume of vocabularies) for main psychology schools (% of general number of associations, obtained for every school
of psychology)

Psychoanalysis Behaviorism gestalt psychology Humanistic psychology Cognitive psychology
Share of steady associations 46% 66% 58% 63% 65%

Fig. 2: Associations with school of psychology names (psychoanalysis, cognitive psychology, behaviorism, gestalt-
psychology, humanistic psychology.) of not less then 5% of respondents (non-reflexive level). Central circle
presents general vocabulary, ellipses - specific nouns for every school of psychology

The list of every specific vocabularies for every school is of different  levels.  The  words   science,  psychology,
presented in Figure 2 (ellipses). The most significant man (Figure 3) were included in general vocabularies
novation in comparison with reflexive level - appearance presented for 2 levels - description of quasi-subject and
of the subject of activity (psychologist) for 3 schools object of activity. The results of comparison of
(except for behaviourism). Besides that the character of vocabularies specific for every school, both for reflexive
activity also has changed: side by side with study, and non-reflexive levels allowed to identify basic specific
research the new words appear: aid, treatment, i.e. vocabularies consisting of nouns repeated on every of
activity becomes not only research but practical, helping, two levels and specific only for given school (Figure 3,
influencing. ellipses).

Procedure and the results of data comparison of We see in the picture that number of words in basic
empirical social representations’ study of main schools of specific vocabularies has reduced significantly and
psychology on reflexive and non-reflexive levels. presented in the range from 8 to 0 (psychoanalysis and

Further processing was performed in regard to gestalt psychology accordingly; behaviorism and
presented in Figures 1 and 2 vocabularies - the most humanistic psychology - 2 unit, cognitive psychology - 2
frequent units in general massive of verbal material for units). Basic specific vocabulary of notions for
reflexive and non-reflexive levels of thinking. Comparison psychoanalysis consists of words describing integral
of data for these levels allowed to identify the most process of psychoanalysis, psychoanalysis’ activity from
frequent units of vocabularies which are presented on problem as starting point and abstract object of activity
both levels in the same time, repeated in the vocabularies or  more  specific  object  (state)  through  the   process  of
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Fig. 3: Most steady elements of thinking about main schools of psychology repeated on reflexive and non-reflexive
levels of thinking. Central circle is basic general vocabulary. In ellipses there are basic vocabularies which are
specific for every school.

activity (identification, test, testing) and tool (test) to its Let us consider the distribution of most steady words
outcome (result, inference). In the vocabularies for of the vocabulary on basic, reflexive and non-reflexive
behaviourism, humanistic and cognitive psychology the levels (Table 5).
object of activity (study) is presented (animal, love and Basic level is founded by words repeated on both
memory, consciousness accordingly). levels. Among them there are words of the categories

The  development  of  social  representations’ of Quasi-subject  of   activity (science,   psychology),
main schools of psychology models: procedure and the (study, research, treatment), Object of activity (man,
results. behavior, psychology) and Activity (both research,

While building models we paid attention first of all to reflexive applied psychology (psychological help)), but
the frequency of word use in general massive of two latter have minimal frequency. Thus on basic level
vocabularies, for all schools. Besides that we performed main components of the model are presented. If we take
qualitative analysis of selected in such a way words, the into consideration the most steady notions, with maximum
possibility of referring them to some categories of frequency, then basic level is formed by two components,
analysis was assessed. As a result three categories were Quasi-subject and Object (first of all, due to its accessible
identified which allow to systemize the combination of to perception indicators). This level shows academic
elements of all obtained vocabularies: Subject of activity, character of main schools of psychology and the science
Activity, Object of activity. The words included into as a whole. Therefore basic model can be named
every of mentioned categories can differ by the level of academic.
generalization. Social representations of main schools of On reflexive level the specification is done in the
psychology on reflexive and non-reflexive levels of framework of categories Quasi-subject of activity
thinking and for every school of psychology can be (substitution of the whole by its part) and Object of
revealed through the respondents’ addressing to basic activity (substitution of general word a man for everyday
categories. noun  people  and  substitution  of  mind as a whole by its
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Table 5: Distribution of the most frequently used words on basic categories of analysis and the frequency of their appearance in the vocabularies of main schools
on reflexive and non-reflexive levels of thinking (frequency indicator shows the number of vocabularies of specific schools where this word appears)

The category and most frequent words Frequency of appearance on reflexive level Frequency of appearance on non-reflexive level

1.1. Quasi-subject of activity
Science 5 5
Psychology 5 5
School 3
Section 2

1.2. Subject of activity 
Psychologist 4

2.1.Object of activity 
Man 5 5
People 4

2.2. Quasi-object of activity 
Behavior 4 3
Psychology 3 2
Character 2
Mind 4
Thoughts 2
Thinking 2
Feeling 2
Attitude 2

2.3. Context, in which object of activity exists
World 2
Situation 2

3. Activity 
3.1. Research 
Study 5 3
Analysis 2
Research 2 2

3.2. Applied psychology (psychological help) 
Treatment 2 2
Aid 2
Understanding 2
Communication 2

components and not rational but affective ones: feeling, CONCLUSION
attitude; not only object is described but the context as
well, in which it is perceived: world, situation). So, Let us interpret data described above in terms of
perceptivization of main components of the model is basic  and  level  social representations’ of main schools
fulfilled:  exchange of virtual empirical indicators for of psychology  models  (Figure 3). We can see (Figure 4)
easily-perceived categories, represented in physical that 3 schools from 4 which have steady specific
world). The model of this level can be called reflexive, vocabularies   are   defined   through   description of
after the position of Quasi-subject. quasi-object which in such a way is accentuated,

On non-reflexive level easily perceived Subject of becoming especially significant. However we observe
activity appears (psychologist), rational and typological another picture with psychoanalysis. Its specific character
components of Quasi-object of activity are specified - is represented through integral description of activity.
(mind, thoughts, thinking, character), applied The object is only its starting point. Activity is described
psychology (psychological help) component of Activity as process and has a result, or we can say that it is
is specified (aid, understanding, communication). effective, completed. 
Therefore, the Subject turns into real actor and the How can we explain identified particularities of social
activity becomes applied. The model of non-reflexive level representations of psychoanalysis in comparison with
can be called activity model. other schools of psychology.
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Fig. 4: Interpretation of basic specific vocabularies as the model of social representations of main schools of psychology

Inference: The results testify that the Russians are www.ecpp.org/en/mreshetnikov-new-approaches-
informed about psychoanalysis most of all, demonstrate psychoanalytic-education-and-training.
the highest frequency and amount of representations of 2. Moscovici, S., 2008. Psychoanalysis: Its image and
this school and therefore the highest completeness of its public. Malden: Polity Press, pp: 416.
social representations. 3. Rozhdestvensky, D., 2002. Specifics of

Data about social representations of psychoanalysis psychoanalysis development in Russia, PhD thesis,
allow to clarify how three main components of the model Moscow.
of social representations of main schools of psychology 4. Moscovici, S., 1981. On Social representations. Social
are functioning. While such components as Subject and cognition: Perspectives on everyday understanding,
Object of the model appear from the very beginning, even Academic Press Inc., pp: 181.
with minimum level of completeness of social 5. Markova, I., 1996. Towards an epistemology of social
representations, the component Activity and the extent of representations. Journal for the Theory of Social
its intensity and detailization acts as indicator of higher Behaviour, 2(26): 187.
level of their completeness. Is activity model of social 6. Abric, J.C.L., 1993. Central system, peripheral system:
thinking about schools of psychology culture-specific or their functions and roles in the dynamics of social
only its main component is culture-specific? The answer representations. Papers on social representations,
to this question can be found in further studies of social 2(2): 75-78.
representations both of all main schools of psychology 7. Moscovici,  S.  and   Hewstone,  M.,  1984. De la
and psychoanalysis particulaly. science au sens commum. Psychologie sociale, PUF,
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